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Abstract
Tendon mechanical properties are thought to degrade during aging but improve with exercise. A
remaining question is whether exercise in aged animals provides sufficient regenerative,
systemic stimulus to restore younger mechanical behaviors. Herein we address that question with
tail tendons from aged and exercised rats, which would be subject to systemic effects but not
direct loading from the exercise regimen. Twenty-four month old rats underwent one of three
treadmill exercise training protocols for twelve months: sedentary (walking at 0° incline for 5
min/day), moderate (running at 0° incline for 30 min/day), or high (running at 4° incline for 30
min/day). A group of 9 month old rats were used to provide an adult control, while a group of 3
month old rats provided a young control. Tendons were harvested at sacrifice and mechanically
tested. Results show significant age-dependent differences in modulus, ultimate stress, relaxation
rate, and percent relaxation. Relaxation rate was strain-dependent, consistent with nonlinear
superposition or Schapery models but not with quasilinear viscoelasticity (QLV). Trends in
exercise data suggest that with exercise, tendons assume the elastic character of younger rats
(lower elastic modulus and ultimate stress).
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Introduction
The mechanical behavior of tendon is nonlinear and viscoelastic. While strength and stiffness

are predominantly used as distinguishing features for this structural tissue, viscoelastic behaviors
are important at physiological strains. Viscoelasticity affects a tissue’s ability to store, translate,
and dissipate energy, and adapt to loading conditions over time. Study of the strain dependence
of viscoelastic response over the physiologically relevant range is consequently pertinent. The
effects of maturation and aging on the mechanical behavior of tendons require further
elucidation.

Current literature generally agrees that maturing tendons lose viscoelasticity but increase in
stiffness.26,34,35,38 While there is general agreement about the effects of maturation, there is
disagreement over the effects of further aging on tendon mechanics. A number of groups suggest
that tendon strength and stiffness increase along with a decrease in ultimate strain, making
tendon appear stronger, but more brittle and less tough.6,18,19,30,37 Others suggest there is either no
effect16,24 or that aging tendons decrease in strength and stiffness.12,25,31,38 Likewise, no



investigations lend conclusive evidence of a link between old age and changes in viscoelasticity
in tendon;1,15,25,34,38 some studies have reported that aging decreases viscoelasticity,1,38 while
others report no significant effect.25

Another debated question is whether exercise can lessen the biomechanical effects of aging
on structural soft tissues, including tendon. Investigations on the positive effects of exercise
yielded conflicting results. Early animal studies by Nielsen et al. saw a lower ultimate stress and
modulus in old exercised tendons, which they associated with “younger” mechanical properties
even though those properties were mechanically inferior to the stronger and stiffer unexercised
old tendons.30 Others who have reported decreases in mechanical properties in exercised tendons
have attributed it to overuse and resulting injury.23 More recently, in a human in vivo study, a
65% increase in modulus was measured as a result of a weekly strength training protocol.33 This
modulus increase suggests that exercise may be mechanically regenerative in older tendons;
whether this is due to local or systemic effects is unclear. One study investigating the effect of
exercise on tendon mechanics obtained equivocal results; low strength trained rat Achilles
tendons exhibited lower viscoelasticity than sedentary controls, while those subjected to a high
strength training protocol exhibited more viscoelastic behavior than controls.28 This
unanticipated result was attributed to overuse or injury. It is therefore of interest to examine
whether exercise provides a beneficial systemic effect in a tendon which would not be subject to
overuse or injury during the exercise protocol.

Previously reported effects in weight-bearing tendons have not defined whether effects are
systemic or directly related to mechanical load (or both). Similarly, previous studies have
explained unanticipated results by stating that the loaded tendon was subject to overuse or injury.
Thus, a study of non-weight bearing tendons would avoid overuse issues and be better able to
elucidate systemic versus mechanical load effects. The goal of this study was to investigate the
effects of age on the mechanical and viscoelastic (including relaxation studies at different strain
levels) properties of age, and to determine systemic effects of exercise in aged tendons in a non-
weight bearing tendon.

Materials and Methods
Animal Groups and Exercise Training

Thirty-three male Fischer 344 x Brown Norway F1 rats (F344BN), aged 24 months, were
obtained from the National Institute on Aging colony maintained by Harlan Sprague-Dawley
(Indianapolis, IN, USA). The rats were housed in pairs in a temperature (21° C) controlled
animal facility maintained on a 12:12-hr light/dark reverse cycle under the care of a full-time
veterinarian. Animals had access to food and water ad libitum. Body weight, food intake, and
survival were monitored weekly. The rats were randomly assigned to one of three groups: a
sedentary control (S) group, a moderate intensity (M) exercise group, or a high intensity (H)
exercise group and subjected to a previously established exercise protocol.5,11,21 Briefly, animals
were exercised on a motor-driven treadmill starting at age 24 months and continuing 5 days per
week until they were aged 36 months. M animals started with a speed and duration of 3m/min for
5 minutes, with slow progression of intensity to 13m/min for 30 minutes per day by week 7 (we
included a longer “ramp up” to the final training intensity to lessen the stress of exercise training
and improve exercise compliance),5 and this intensity was then maintained for the duration of the
12- month exercise training program. H animals started with a speed and duration of 3m/min for
5 minutes, with slow progression of intensity to 13m/min at 4% incline for 30 minutes/day by
week 75 and this intensity was then maintained for the duration of the 12-month exercise training



program. S animals walked on the treadmill 2 days per week at 3m/min for 5 min to control for
handling and treadmill exposure.

A group of 9 month old rats (n = 6) were used to provide an adult, but not elderly control. A
group of 3 month old rats (n = 6) provided a young control group.

Animal handling and euthanasia were carried out under the guidelines of University of
Wisconsin-Madison Animal Use and Care Committee. Rats were anesthetized by inhalation of
isofluorane. After sacrifice, tails were collected, placed in airtight plastic bags, and frozen at -
20°C. After thawing in a water bath, dorsal rat tail tendons were carefully dissected from the
proximal end of the tail to a location 2/3 down the length of the tail. During dissection, special
care was taken to leave the tendon slack while separating it from the bony attachments. The main
securing force was placed on the tail backbone itself, not on the tendon being dissected, to avoid
damaging the tendons. Dissected tendons were then placed in PBS-soaked gauze, wrapped in
aluminum foil, and again stored at -20ºC.

Mechanical Testing
Tendons were thawed prior to testing. Width and thickness were measured at three

equidistant locations along the length of the tendon using a 100mm digital caliper. Using the
averages of width and thickness, tendon cross sectional area was calculated assuming an
elliptical cross section.

All testing was performed using a servohydraulic mechanical test system (Bionix 858; MTS,
Minneapolis, MN) in combination with a computer for data collection.13,14 Identical grips were
custom designed with textured gripping surfaces and set screws to grip the proximal and distal
portions of the tendons. The bottom grip was secured to a stationary block. The top grip was
secured to a load cell (3 month low-strain specimens: 50lb Stellar Technology, Amherst, NY; all
other testing: 1000lb Honeywell, Morristown, NJ), with displacement controlled and measured
by the mechanical testing system. Once loaded, tendons were kept moist by the application of
strips of PBS-soaked gauze to each side of the tendon, and the gauze remained saturated by
dripping with PBS throughout testing.

Before each test, a 0.1N preload was applied to remove any slack in the tendon. At this point
the grip-to-grip distance was measured using a 100mm digital caliper and recorded. Strain was
calculated as the grip-to-grip displacement divided by the tendon length at the 0.1N preload.
Next, tendons were preconditioned by stretching to 2% strain in a sinusoidal wave for 20s with a
period of 2s. Tendons were allowed to recover for 10min before relaxation testing started. They
were then stretched to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6% strain and held for 100 seconds at each level.
Between each increase in strain, tendons were allowed to recover for 1000 seconds between each
test (10 times the length of each relaxation test). To investigate the low-strain relaxation behavior
of 3mo old samples, these tendons were stretched to 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6%
strain for each relaxation test. In order to better extract the true behavior of tendon at strains as
low as 0.5% and 0.75%, a moving average smoothing was performed on those data sets.

After each set of relaxation tests, tendons were pulled to failure at a rate of 20mm/min
(~0.5%/sec for 60mm gauge length).

Parameter Calculation
Stress was calculated using the following equation:

       (2)
where  σ is engineering stress, F is force, and A is cross sectional area of the unloaded tissue.



Relaxation rate was calculated as the exponent in a power-law curve fit (of the form Atn).
Percent stress loss was calculated over the 100sec relaxation test as

(3)

where   and   are the stress at 0.1sec and 100sec, respectively.

Parameter Comparison
In order to examine the effects of age on tendon mechanical behavior, elastic modulus,

ultimate stress, ultimate strain, relaxation rate, and percent stress loss during relaxation (“%
relaxation”) for rats aged 3, 9, 36 months were compared. Exercise effects were likewise
examined by comparing the same parameters in rats from the sedentary, moderate exercise, and
high exercise groups. To elucidate whether observed effects were due to size changes in the
animals (e.g. older animals were larger, or exercised animals weighed less), parameters were
compared in rats from three weight groups: ~400 (334-427g), ~470 (451-494g), and ~540 (519-
570g).

Statistical Analysis
An ANOVA analysis was performed to determine significance between groups. Post hoc

pairwise analysis was performed using Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD). Significance
was set at p ≤ 0.05, trends at p ≤ 0.1. Statistical analyses were performed using Kaleidagraph
(Synergy Software, Reading, PA) software.

Results
Relaxation rate is represented graphically as the slope of the relaxation curve plotted on a

log-log scale (Fig. 1a). Tendon relaxation rate showed strain-dependence, with higher rates at the
low and high strains, and relatively constant rates over intermediate strains (Fig. 1a,b),.
Relaxation rate decreased significantly with age (p<0.001; Table 1), with significant decreases
found during maturity (3 month to 9 month, p<0.001; Table 1) and further decrease during aging
of matured tendons (9 month to 36 month, p=0.014; Table 1), as seen in Figure 1b. Further
examination of low-strain relaxation rate in the young rat group is shown in Figure 2, in which
raw relaxation data were averaged and normalized to peak stress to better demonstrate the rapid
stress loss seen at the lowest strain (0.5%).

Isochronal stress-strain curves from relaxation data represent stress loss during relaxation as
the difference in stress between curves at a given stress level (Fig. 3a). Significant decreases in
percent stress loss were seen between age groups (p<0.001; Table 1), with significant decreases
found during maturity (3 month to 9 month, p<0.001; Table 1) and further aging (9 month to 36
month, p<0.001; Table 1). The strain-stiffening behavior of tendon can also be visualized using
the isochronal curves. The effects of maturation on the loading behavior of tendon are
demonstrated in Figure 3b, as 3 month tendons display different strain-stiffening behavior than
older (9 or 36month) tendons.



Figure 1. Relaxation as a function of strain. Relaxation data were plotted on a log-log scale
and fitted with power law curves (results from a single 3 month old rat tendon without smoothing
shown) (a), the slope of which is the relaxation rate (b). In paired t-tests, relaxation rates
decreased significantly from 3mo to 9mo (p = 0.0019) and also from 9mo to 36mo (p = 0.0073)
at strains of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6%. Error bars represent one standard error.



Figure 2. Low strain smoothed relaxation of 3 month old tendons. Results shown were
normalized to peak stress for visual comparison. Relaxation rate at lowest, 0.5% strain was
noticably faster.



Figure 3. Representative isochronal results obtained from relaxation tests (a) showing strain-
stiffening behavior typical of tendon. A comparison of age groups (b) shows that young (3
month) tendons exhibit different mechanic behavior than adult (9 month) and elderly (36 month)
tendons. Maturation causes the most dramatic changes in tendon mechanical properties. Error
bars represent one standard error.



Cross-sectional area for 3, 9, and 36 month rats was 10.51 ± 1.9mm2, 11.80 ± 1.9mm2, and
9.66 ± 2.41mm2 (mean ± standard deviation), respectively. Area measurements in the sedentary,
moderate, and high exercise groups were 8.64 ± 1.77mm2, 9.65 ± 1.98mm2, and 10.12 ±
1.98mm2, respectively. No significant effect of aging (p=0.364) or exercise (p=0.407).

Results from pull-to-failure testing also demonstrated age-dependent results. Elastic modulus
was significantly affected by age (p<0.001; Table 1), with a significant increase during maturity
(3 month to 9 month, p<0.001; Table 1) followed by a significant decrease during further aging
of the matured tendon (9 month to 36 month, p=0.014). Though the aged (36 month) tendons had
a decreased modulus, they remained significantly higher than the young (3 month) control
(p<0.001; Table 1). Ultimate stress also noted a significant effect of aging (p=0.001) with a
significant increase with maturity (3 month to 9 month, p<0.001; Table 1), but demonstrated no
significant change with further aging (9 month to 36 month, p=0.253; Table 1).

Mechanical results for exercise groups are shown in Table 2. No statistically significant
effects of exercise were noted for any parameter (p > 0.100 for all parameters). A significant
decrease in elastic modulus values from the sedentary to the moderate exercise groups (p = 0.05)
and a decreasing trend in modulus values from the sedentary to the high exercise group
(p=0.100) was shown.  A decreasing trend in ultimate stress was also seen from the sedentary to
the moderate exercise group (p=0.100).

Mechanical results for weight groups are shown in Table 3. No statistically significant effects
of weight group were noted for any parameter (p > 0.100 for all parameters). An increasing trend
in both elastic modulus and ultimate stress was noted between the lowest (~400g) and middle
(~470g) weight groups.

Table 1. Age groups mechanical results and significance

Elastic Modulus (MPa) Ultimate Stress (MPa) Ultimate Strain (%) Relaxation Rate % Relaxation
Groups

Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev

3 month 60.78*^ 15.56 2.50*^ 0.79 9.21 1.96 0.0952*^ 0.0199 49.30*^ 5.71

9 month 106.86^+ 15.04 4.91+ 0.97 9.89 1.35 0.0688^+ 0.0144 36.40^+ 1.78

36

month
87.23*+ 17.08 4.29+ 1.34 9.18 1.52 0.0560*+ 0.0180 30.53*+ 4.98

ANOVA <0.001 0.001 0.685 <0.001 <0.001

3-9 9-36 3-36 3-9 9-36 3-36 3-9mo 9-36 3-36 3-9 9-36 3-36 3-9 9-36 3-36Post

Hoc <0.001 0.014 <0.001 <0.001 0.253 <0.001 0.439 0.412 0.972 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.013

ANOVA indicates the p-values associated with an ANOVA analysis
Post Hoc indicates the pairwise analysis results (p-values) following Fisher’s LSD analysis
between age groups (3, 9, and 36 months)
Symbols represent significant difference: * indicates significant difference from 9 months, ^
from 36 months, and + from 3 months



Table 2.  Exercise groups mechanical results and significance.

Elastic Modulus (MPa) Ultimate Stress (MPa) Ultimate Strain (%) Relaxation Rate
Groups

Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average

Sedentary 98.01^ 15.33 4.88 1.29 9.05 1.30 0.0540 0.0141 32.45

Moderate 80.16* 20.58 3.70 1.18 8.81 1.76 0.0584 0.0192 29.87

High 83.53 10.21 4.30 1.45 9.76 2.73 0.0554 0.0207 29.27

ANOVA 0.112 0.265 0.667 0.582

S-M M-H S-H S-M M-H S-H S-M M-H S-H S-M M-H S-H S-M
Post Hoc

0.050 0.697 0.100 0.100 0.404 0.414 0.824 0.393 0.524 0.309 0.499 0.747 0.352

Sedentary (S) – Sedentary control group, Moderate (M) – Moderate intensity exercise group, High (H)
– High intensity exercise group
ANOVA indicates the p-values associated with an ANOVA analysis
Post Hoc indicates the pairwise analysis results (p-values) following Fisher’s LSD analysis between age
groups (3, 9, and 36 months)
Symbols represent significant difference: * indicates significant difference from 9 months, ^
from 36 months, and + from 3 months

Table 3. Weight groups mechanical results and significance.

Elastic Modulus (MPa) Ultimate Stress (MPa) Ultimate Strain (%) Relaxation Rate % Relaxation
Groups

Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev

~400g 78.70 6.30 3.60 1.15 8.97 2.64 0.0569 0.0186 29.69 4.41

~470g 94.87 12.04 4.84 0.82 9.10 1.40 0.0540 0.0196 29.42 6.37

~540g 89.69 27.06 4.59 1.80 9.65 1.72 0.0569 0.0157 32.93 3.70

ANOVA 0.175 0.167 0.17 0.741 0.394

400-470g 470-540g 400-540g 400-470g 470-540g 400-540g 400-470g 470-540g 400-540g 400-470g 470-540g 400-540g 400-470g 470-540g 400-540gPost

Hoc 0.072 0.576 0.229 0.077 0.732 0.168 0.896 0.640 0.544 0.489 0.520 0.991 0.918 0.245 0.222

ANOVA indicates the p-values associated with an ANOVA analysis
Post Hoc indicates the pairwise analysis results (p-values) following Fisher’s LSD analysis
between age groups (3, 9, and 36 months)



Discussion
In this study, we examined the mechanical behavior of tail tendons in young, adult, and

(exercised or sedentary) elderly rats in an effort to quantify the systemic effects of maturity,
aging, and exercise on the mechanical and viscoelastic properties of a non-weight bearing
tendon. We show significant age-dependent differences in modulus, ultimate stress, relaxation
rate, and percent relaxation. Relaxation rate and percent relaxation decreased with age, while
modulus and ultimate stress increased from 3 months to 9 months (not from 9 months to 36
months). Trends of lower elastic modulus and ultimate stress in exercise data between sedentary
and moderately exercised animals (p=0.100 in each case) suggest that with exercise, tendons
may assume the elastic characteristics of younger rats, but significant differences were only
found between the elastic modulus values of sedentary and moderate exercise groups.
Additionally, no significant differences were found between weight groups, suggesting that the
differences seen with maturity and aging were not due to animal size alone. Finally, we
demonstrate a unique, nonlinear strain-dependent relaxation rate in 3 month rats which is higher
at low and high strain rates than intermediate strains.

Tendon modulus and ultimate stress increase with maturity (from 3 months to 9 months),
which is consistent with results in the literature demonstrating dramatic increases in tendon
strength and stiffness.2,8,19,30,35,38 Suggested structural reasons for this effect include anabolic
processes leading to increases in both collagen fibril diameter and volume fraction,7,9,19 and
enzymatic collagen crosslinking1,2 which increases resistance to collagenase and protease
degradation.21

Further aging (9 months to 36 months) resulted in a significantly decreased elastic modulus,
which is consistent with results by Vogel,38 Dressler et al.,12 Johnson et al.,25 and Onambele et
al..31 Ultimate stress was not significantly changed from 9 months to 36 months (p = 0.302). This
agrees with previous results by Flahiff et al.16 and Hubbard and Soutas-Little,24 who found no
significant changes in strength with tendon aging. Structural assessments attempting to explain
age-related changes report conflicting results. Crosslinked collagen (correlated to greater elastic
modulus) continues to increase with age,21 while fibril volume fraction and stiffness both
decreased in a highly correlated manner with age19 and SEM observations of collagen
demonstrate the imbalance between anabolic production of collagen and catabolic
mechanisms.12,19, 27 Collagen fibers appear highly organized as they are being produced in early
to middle age, but in all cases begin to disorganize with further aging as somatic repair
mechanisms become less dominant.

Viscoelastic parameters relaxation rate and percent relaxation decreased with maturity (from
3 months to 9 months), confirming a reduction in viscoelastic behavior previously indicated in
the literature.26, 34,35,38 Factors involved in tendon maturation that may be responsible for this
decrease in viscoelasticity include changes in collagen crosslinking,26 glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs),9,29,34 water content,4,20,36 or collagen fibril diameter.7,9,12,27

A further decrease in viscoelastic parameters between 9 month and 36 month rats indicates
that viscoelastic behavior continues to decrease with age. This is in agreement with the study by
Vogel,38 which demonstrated a decrease in hysteresis parameters with aging, and with the study
by Andreasson et al.,1 which demonstrated a slower relaxation rate in an accelerated aging
model. However, our result is in contrast with the study by Johnson et al.,25 which showed no
significant difference in viscoelastic properties with aging in human patellar tendon. The
observed age-related reductions in viscoelasticity may be due to compositional changes in
proteoglycans or water content, which have both been shown to change with age.3,10,26



Proteoglycan loss has been shown to affect relaxation rate15 and hysteresis,29 and an increase in
proteoglycan content increased strain rate sensitivity in mouse tendon.34 Likewise, increased
water content has been reported to correlate with greater stress relaxation.4,20 Thus, changes in
these and other matrix components with age likely contribute to age-related changes in
viscoelasticity.

No significant effect of exercise level was demonstrated in this study.  Elastic modulus was
the only parameter displaying notable exercise effect, with significant decrease in elastic
modulus values from the sedentary to the moderate exercise groups (p=0.050) and a decreasing
trend in modulus values from the sedentary to the high exercise group (p=0.100). A decreasing
trend in ultimate stress was also seen from the sedentary to the moderate exercise group
(p=0.100). Nielsen et al. previously reported a similar decrease in ultimate stress and modulus
with exercise in the Achilles tendons of older rats, which they associated with “younger”
mechanical properties.30 The trends observed in the elastic properties in the current study suggest
that exercise may have a weak systemic effect which causes older tendons to behave more like
younger tendons. However, this effect is not as strong as that seen in a weight-bearing tendon
such as the Achilles.30

No significant effect of animal weight was demonstrated in the study.  An increasing trend in
both elastic modulus and ultimate stress was noted between the lowest (~400g) and middle
(~470g) weight groups; this is likely due to the highly significant difference between the
behavior in the 3 month (generally smaller) and older (generally larger) groups.

The higher relaxation rates observed at low and at high strain suggest both tendon-like and
ligament-like characteristics. Specifically, in prior studies, ligament relaxation rate was higher at
low strain14,22,32 while in tendon, rate was higher at high strain.13,14 This behavior may be
considered in the context of tail tendon anatomy; rat tail tendon has partial constraint from the
vertebrae, so it partakes of ligament-like anatomy. Relaxation at low strain levels may be a probe
into proteoglycan-induced behavior and/or the interface between collagen fibers. This relaxation
rate behavior impacts future modeling by constitutive equations, as strain dependence of the
relaxation rate is consistent with nonlinear superposition or with Schapery models, in which
modulus is dependent on both time and strain, but not with quasilinear viscoelasticity (QLV), in
which the relaxation modulus may be written as a product of time dependent and strain
dependent functions.

One limitation in this study was the treatment of the tail tendon as a non-loadbearing tendon.
While the tail is not weight-bearing, animals lift and move their tails during running and thus
changes in running intensity may result in larger and more frequent forces being placed on the
tail tendons. Trends associated with exercise may therefore not purely result from systemic
effects. This study only examined the effects of aging and exercise in the context of mechanical
changes, with no investigation of the biology of these effects. Previous reports in the literature
(discussed in previous paragraphs) suggest that changes in collagen structure (i.e. fibril diameter,
crosslink density), proteoglycan content, and water content may be altered as a result of age
and/or exercise level, but neither these nor other biological effects (i.e. cell behavior) are
quantified in this study. Further examination is necessary to determine whether aging and
systemic exercise effects are demonstrated in the context of these biological changes.

Methodology limitations also exist for this study. For example, the hydration method
(covering the tendon in PBS-soaked gauze and keeping the gauze saturated by continually
dripping PBS) improved gripping of the tissue ends, but prevented the measurement of localized,
on-tissue strain as we were unable to capture images of on-tissue markers. While the tendon



remained hydrated throughout experiments, this hydration technique may induce more variability
than commonly-used PBS fluid baths both due to hydration consistency and potentially due to
the use of grip-to-grip rather than localized on-tissue strain. Another limitation was the signal-to-
noise ratio in the load data, particularly at the lowest strain. In our test system, 0.5% was the
lowest strain level at which relaxation rate could be reliably inferred without excess noise.
Maximum loads at this strain were ~0.15N, measured on a 222N load cell (~0.07% of the
maximum load). Because this is near the preload level (0.1 N), it is likely that the strain
dependence in the low-strain region is underestimated. Similarly, mechanical tests were
conducted with a 1000lb load cell (with a sensitivity of 0.06N), which is much larger than loads
seen on the tendons. With the exception of the extreme low strains, however, system noise was
much lower than the load signal, as demonstrated by clarity in the raw data at strains of 2% and
higher in Figure 2 (and a clearly discernable relaxation pattern at even 1% strain).

In this study, we investigated the effects of age on the elastic and viscoelastic properties of
rat tail tendon, as well as the systemic effects of exercise on tendon properties. We demonstrate
significant increases in ultimate stress and modulus, and significant decreases in relaxation rate
and percent relaxation with maturity. Conversely, we show decreases in viscoelastic parameters
with aging. We report no significant differences between exercise groups, but trends in exercise
data suggest a weak systemic effect on the elastic properties (which decreased towards values
seen in younger rats). Further experimentation is needed to determine which mechanisms are
responsible for the changes associated with aging, and which factors are systemically altered
with exercise. Additionally, the ability of exercise to rejuvenate older, weight-bearing tendons
(both elastic and viscoelastic parameters) remains to be determined. Such information will
contribute to our understanding of structure-function relationships, remodeling, mechano-
transduction, and damage accumulation in aged tendons.
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